Large massage
cushion
Fits all comfort breast pump

SCF167/01

Right size, maximum comfort
Breast pump with wider funnel
This soft massage cushion has a wider funnel, specially designed for mums with
larger nipples. It can be used with Philips Avent Comfort breast pump range. See
below images to help you decide if you need the larger breast pump cushion.
Comfortable pumping
Wider funnel for comfortable ﬁt
Fits all Natural range breast pumps
Check your ﬁt for optimal comfort
Right ﬁt: The nipple sits comfortably in the cushion funnel
Choose large size: Nipple touches the walls of the funnel

Large massage cushion

SCF167/01

Highlights

Speciﬁcations

Large breast pump cushion

Too small ﬁt

Country of origin
England
Material
BPA free*
What is included
Large size cushion: 1 pcs

You can ﬁnd out whether you need a large
breast pump cushion by checking whether your
nipple ﬁts comfortably in the cushion funnel. If
your nipple touches or rubs against the walls
of the cushion funnel, then you should choose
the large breast pump cushion to ensure a
more comfortable expressing experience.
Correct ﬁt

If your nipple touches or rubs against the wall
of the cushion funnel, then you should choose
the large breast pump cushion with wider
funnel to ensure a more comfortable pumping
experience.
Fits all Natural breast pumps
The large size soft massage cushion is
compatible with all Philips Avent Comfort
breast pumps in the Natural range.

Cushion
Material: Silicone, BPA free*
Compatibility
Compatible with Natural range
Ease of use
Cushion: Easy to clean, Dishwasher proof
Development stages
Stage: Pregnancy, 0 - 6 months
Functions
Soft massage cushion: Gentle stimulation

If the nipple sits comfortably in the cushion
funnel, you are using the correct size massage
cushion.
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Replaceable part
Fits product types :: SCF330
Fits product types:: SCF332
Fits product types :: SCF334

Philips Green Logo
Philips Green Products can reduce costs,
energy consumption and CO2 emissions.
How? They oﬀer a signiﬁcant environmental
improvement in one or more of the Philips
Green Focal Areas – Energy eﬃciency,
Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,
Recycling and disposal and Lifetime
reliability.

